FAIR TOKEN PROJECT
Contracts Against Automated Trading
FREEDOM TO TRADE FAIRLY

ABSTRACT
The Fair Token Project (FTP) emerged from the rubble of some hard lessons. Some early projects failed as experimental features were battle tested in the real market. FTP is not simply a clone of another project; it is working to solve real issues that are corroding the community. It is widely known that trading bots are ravaging the microcap cryptocurrency markets. In this paper, we highlight the most common offenders, steps towards solutions, and how FTP is developing game-changing developer tools to safeguard creators from bad actors. This whitepaper is not specific to any particular coin - but rather the entire FTP ecosystem which currently includes $GREEN, $GOLD and FTPAntiBot.

FTP doesn't measure success by the number of telegram members, twitter followers, or “wen lambo” memes-per-second. Therefore, you won’t see “1000 telegram members” on the roadmap. Instead, success is determined by blacklisted bots, developer integrations, and trader retention. In other words, functional utility is valued over ephemeral social achievements.
**PROJEKT GREEN**

This is the first token launched by Fair Token Project that implements realtime bot countermeasures. Contracts can hold $GREEN to use the FTP AntiBot service.

**TOKENOMICS**
- 100% Liquidity Pool Burned
- 0% Token Burn
- 3% Transaction Tax

**FEATURES**
- Manual Bot Ban Built In
- Realtime Bot Countermeasures
  (Pump 'n Dump Bots)

**PROJEKT GOLD**

$GOLD improves bot countermeasures, introduces experimental pools, and utilizes the FTPAntiBot library. Contracts can hold $GOLD to use the FTP AntiBot service.

**TOKENOMICS**
- 100% Liquidity Pool Locked
- 0% Token Burn
- 5% Transaction Tax

**FEATURES**
- Manual Bot Ban Built In
- AntiBot Integration
  (Pump 'n Dump Bots)
  (Sniping Bots)
  (Swing Trading Bots)
  (All Contracts)

**SUMMARY OF TOKENS UNDER FAIR TOKEN PROJECT**
FTP is focusing on functional utility and client satisfaction. The launch of AntiBot brings several unknown challenges. It needs to be battle tested and confirmed for public use through Projekt Gold ($GOLD). When AntiBot is ready we have metricized goals for determining its success in the market. Metrics include bot blacklistings, contract integrations, and trader retention.

**MILESTONES**

FTP launches the AntiBot contract, which is swiftly adopted by $GOLD and tested and approved for other developers to use.

**ANTIBOT LAUNCHED**

As FTP AntiBot is used by $GOLD and other contracts, buyers and sellers are run through the system and confirmed as bots or honest traders. These bots are blacklisted as the contract is used in real-time.

**1,000 BLACKLISTED BOTS**

As word gets out about the functional utility of FTP AntiBot, more smart contract developers will want to use the system to keep bots away and protect their projects.

**1,000 INTEGRATIONS**

Getting FTP AntiBot in the hands of smart contract developers is only half of the battle. From there, informal follow ups are conducted to ensure trader retention is strong. A baseline goal is 1 week trading retention, but this is largely based on the community and the developer’s project goals.

**1,000 1 WEEK OLD CONTRACTS**
ANTIBOT
The FTP AntiBot contract is simply a read function. It does not take any action against foul play, but simply relays information on the trader back to the developer. For instance, FTPAntiBot will tell the developer if the buyer or seller is a bot, but nothing more. The developer will choose how they handle bad actors. Fair Token Project aims to empower developers without forcing them to conform to any standards.

BOTS
As seen above, the ERC-20 developer will be able to handle bots however they wish. FTP AntiBot simply returns yes, or no, for bots. In real-time AntiBot will catch the bots described below. This incurs a small amount of gas.

- Pump n Dump Bots
  These bots will buy up to 20 times within 30 seconds before selling.

- Scalping Bots
  Also known as snipers, they frontrun block transactions to buy and sell around another buyer. Takes place within the same second.

- Swing Trade Bots
  Similar to scalpers, but the amount of time between buys and sells can be minutes to hours or even days.

- Contracts
  Any contract will be flagged. These bots are picked up by dextools and everyone can notice them.
FOR DEVELOPERS
Developers integrating FTP AntiBot into their contracts will have a choice between holding 5 billion $GREEN or 5 billion $GOLD inside the contract. This option gives them the freedom to choose the lowest cost. *FTP is air dropping 500 billion $GREEN to the first 100 developers to encourage adoption.*

LINKS
- FTP AntiBot Documentation
- FTP Website
- FTP Twitter
- FTP Medium
- FTP GitHub
- FTP Telegram
- $GREEN Telegram
- $GOLD Telegram